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Ⅰ. Introduction
Definition
§ What is logistics information?
•

information generated through the whole supply chain including transportation, storage,
loading/unloading, packaging and distribution, etc.

•

Characteristics
Ø Diversity : logistics information is generated from heterogenous business entities, system
(device), place, time, etc.
Ø In-consistency: Time difference is occurring between cargo flow and information flow

§ Logistics Information Process (Source: UN/CEFACT)
•

The management of shipping is closely related to the management of information flows relevant
to logistics. This is managed by the logistics information processes and systems, which
operations vary depending on the sectors and kind of goods involved

Ⅰ. Introduction
Definition of Logistics Information System
§ An information system that enables efficient logistics management by organically combining all
logistics functions, such as transport, storage, unloading, and packaging, that constitute logistics
activities.
§ A collection of computer hardware, software, business processes and people that enable you to collect,
store, process, and distribute logistics data

Source: Korea MOF

Ⅰ. Introduction
Why Logistics Information System?
§ The reason why logistics information system is needed?
•

maximize the efficiency and flexibility of logistics activities as connecting each logistics
information system

•

Provide the convenience and easily accessibility to user on using logistics service

•

Work Transparency: anyone can be handling to logistics activities

•

Tracking: can catch up status of cargo moving whenever user want

•

Fault detect and recovery: When problems or fault is occurring, can find where, when, and how
to resolve

•

Enhance the economic and national competitiveness

Ⅰ. Introduction
Type of Logistics information System
§ Example of Logistics Information System
Sea

Road

Railway

Connectivity

Vessel management

Transport management

Freight Car
management

PCS

Cargo Management

Tracking

Freight wagon
management

Single Window

Facility Management

Terminal operating

Cargo management

Cargo tracking

Crew management

CY/CFS management

Facility management

Information sharing

Warehouse
management

Crew management

Driver management

Ⅰ. Introduction
Role of Logistics Information System
§ Provides logistics information on goods and follow their delivery path, with their progress and status
§ Logistics information sharing with external logistics information system
§ Adopts international standards to comply with regulations, and to use standardized ways of
exchanging logistic information with other systems and with authorities
§ Supports following things
•

Monitor the actual products and articles to know whether will arrive on time and in proper
condition at the delivery places, and to be able to take prompt action when incidents happen

•

Monitoring on the progress and status of the transport means and the transport equipment

•

Detects incidents or delays happening on logistics activities, then alert or report to manager or
clients

2. Goal
What is goal for strengthening transport connectivity

Ⅱ. Stepwise Approach
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Ⅰ. Pre-plan
Methodology – System development plan

Pre-Plan
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project team
Roadmap or
Masterplan

BPR (Business
Process ReEngineering)
ISP
(Information
Strategic
Planning)

Plan
Analyze current
business and
system
environment

Analysis
Analyze business
process
(workflow)

Design

Implementation

Test and Delivery

Define Services

Setup
implementing
environment

Test

Implement
components

Training for
operator and
user

Implement an
interface

Deployment &
Delivery

Pre-Plan

Define an
Analyze service
architecture
Setup system
BPR (Business
system
developmentRoadmap or
Process Re- framework
Masterplan
plan
Engineering)
Analyze TO-BE
Design
model ISP
components
(Information
Design an
Strategic
Define
Planning) internal/external
requirements
interface
Develop TO-BE
process

Design UIs

Implement UIs
Implement
services

Ⅰ. Pre-plan
Organization plan

2. Plan and Analysis
Analysis and modeling
Challenges
Analysis of Environment

Requirements
Analysis of Status

Approach
TO-BE Model

Action Plan
Paperless logistics

Use Paper document
Interoperability
Manual processing

by e-Document

Transparency

Automated transport
means/facility/equipment

Flexibility

Connectivity

Reliability

Information sharing

Accuracy

Optimized
planning/scheduling

Human handled facility
Long lead/response time
Duplicated submission
Unnecessary operations
Automation
Difficult to find fault(error)

4IR technology-based
logistics system

2. Plan and Analysis
Analysis

Analysis of Environment

Analysis of Status

Action Items
Action Item 1

TO-BE Model

Action Plan

Setup Action Plan

List up Detailed Items

Analysis priority of items

Estimated resource

Define Detailed Items

Define the sequence of
development

Move to Design step

Action Item 2
Action Item 3
Action Item3
Define stepwise
development plan

2. Plan and Analysis
Analysis Methodology
§ How to define priority of action items
•

Will establish and evaluate priority criteria from various perspectives according to the important value
criteria considered by organizations

•

Importance
Ø Strategic importance: The degree to which the task needs to be fulfilled when considering the vision of action item
Ø Urgency: The degree of urgency for improvement in consideration of the needs and policies of the field
Ø Improvement effect: The degree of impact of the work improvement effect

•

Feasibility
Ø Institutional Ease: The degree of preparation of the system for the realization of the action item
Ø Technical Ease: The degree of difficulty and complete implementation of the task in consideration of
the technical level and competence

2. Plan and Analysis
Analysis Methodology
§ Practice
•

Assumption

General Declaration
on vessel arrival

Berth Allocation
on vessel arrival

Will arrive to a Port

e-Document(ex: EDI) or by WEB
Response
F2F meeting by visiting PA office, by phone or Fax
Issuing a paper Document

Using e-Document
Logistics Information System

Using paper document
Manual processing

2. Plan and Analysis
Analysis Methodology
Challenges

Requirements

Approach
Paperless logistics

Use Paper document
Interoperability
Manual processing

by e-Document

Transparency

Automated transport
means/facility/equipment

Flexibility

Connectivity

Reliability

Information sharing

Accuracy

Optimized
planning/scheduling

Human handled facility
Long lead/response time
Duplicated submission
Unnecessary operations
Automation
Difficult to find fault(error)

4IR technology-based
logistics system

2. Plan and Analysis
Analysis Methodology
§ How to define priority of action items
• High strategic value, so significant impact on business
• Easy to implement and can see tangible effects within
a short period of time, so implements should be
made first.
• High strategic value, so significant impact on
business
• High relevance with other processes and specialized
skills are required
• Easy to implement and can see tangible effects within
a short period of time
• Not urgent due to the low possibility of realizing
potential profits and strategic value
• Complexed implementation and low strategic value
• possible to exclude if under limited resources

3. Design
Preliminary requirement for logistics information system

§ Environmental and policy perspective

: Pursuit a conformation with national policies and

strategics, captures operational and technical requirements, Analysis of environmental changes

§ Strategic perspective : The legacy laws, regulations, policies, etc. revision, national level master
plan or roadmap, Securing budgets. resources, and a professional manpower through high level
training

§ Process innovation and technical perspective
•

Applying the advanced technologies such as 4IR technologies

•

Securing an end-to-end visibility through dataization, providing prediction service and ondemand service

§ Standard and structured methodology perspective

•

defines goals, strategies, and action plans through analysis maturity methodology

3. Design
Methodology
§ System Implementation methodology

3. Design
Architecture

§

Architecture, based on the general concept of Enterprise Architecture (EA), aims to
support flexibility and easy integration of advanced technologies

§

EA was introduced to efficiently manage complex IT resources and to design systems
suitable for the concept of strategic enterprise management (SEM)

§

With EA, it is possible to minimize trial and error at decision-making stage through an
information strategic planning and to consider standardization and interoperability
through information resource sharing

§

Additionally, it can prevent repetitive development of an information system

3. Design
Message

§

A message standard defines attributes as well as possible values that a business must
use in order to support interoperable e-message exchange

§

A standardized message should be the end result of a process involving business
process analysis, document simplification and data harmonization

§

Using a standard-based message ensures that a message is robust, inter-operable and
reusable for different business sectors and governments

§

Port or Terminal related message standards

§

•

UN/CEFACT EDI or XML

•

IMO FAL Compendium Form 1~7

•

WCO DM

ESCAP Guideline : BPA and DH Guideline

3. Design
Interface

§

An international standard based interface should be used for data exchange to
maximize interoperability among information systems

§

International standard bodies have defined communication interface standards for data
exchange among different entities, such as Electronic Business Messaging services
(ebMS) and WEB Services (REST, RESTFull, JSON, etc.)

§

CLMV-T country may exchange information with their user or neighboring countries
using an interface based on international standard(s), which can also support user
convenience and interoperability

4. Implementation and Test
Implementation

§

§

Implementation
•

Setup implementing environment

•

MVC, open API, system independent, Object

•

Component, module, interface

•

WEB, Mobile Application

Test
Step 1. Test Plan

Step 2. Test Case
Design

Step 3. Test
Execution and
Monitoring

Step 4. Test Result
Analysis

Step 5. Test Error
Reporting and
Modification

Ⅲ. Standard for logistics information system
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Standard for Logistics Information System
Standard/Recommendations

IMO FAL Convention, Compendium

Standard for Logistics Information System
Standard/Recommendations

UNECE
Policy Rec.s

IMO

UN/CEFACT

Single Window
Guideline

UNECE

ISO TC8

Standards
UN/CEFACT

28005-1 Single
Window
Guideline

ESCAP/ UNNExT
Guidelines,
Briefs, Case
Studies

WCO CDM

Ⅳ. Conclusion
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Conclusion
Why starting to introduce logistics information system?

§

§

Digital transformation and globalization, information should be exchanged
between cross-border countries for transport connectivity
•

However, most countries still exchange paper document with heterogenous paper format on
cross-border transportation, it takes long time to receive information and is not easy to
handle heterogenous paper document

•

Best Practice
◦

Port related information sharing: NEAL-NET among 3 countries (CJK)

◦

Road transport Control at the border between Finland and Russian Federation

◦

Customs control: exchange CoO between China and Korea, EEU

Technical trend is also changing, therefore many organizations try to adapt new
technology to enhance their capability

Conclusion
Role of ESCAP member states

§ Defines a Roadmap
•

Needs a comprehensive analysis of industrial ecosystem such as direction of
vessel development, change of global economic structure, change of
transshipment port, change of trade structure of port city, etc.

•

Defines detailed strategy and action plans

•

Analyze which technology is useful to the efficient port connectivity

§ Needs Strong leadership
§ Close relationship between government and the related organizations

Conclusion
Role of ESCAP

§ Prepare a Guide for logistics information system
§ Recommend standard to implement logistics information system
§ Provide and share knowledge with ESCAP member states
§ Capacity Building Workshop
•

Introduce stepwise approach to what to do and how to do for the efficient
port connectivity

§ Conducting and sponsoring research on economic and technical
problems and development

Conclusion
Future of logistics information system
Global Logistics Community
Partnership
Collaboration with external
information system

Tightly coupled relationship

Synch with
Customer
Business

Logistics
Network

Optimized
New Business
Logistics Operations
Catch and Follow
up Future Needs

Manufacturer

Strategic Network Planning
Customer Loyalty
and retention

Data Analytics and Prediction

Operational Capacity
Planning,
Facility Automation
and Improving

e-Business (Trader)

e-Business (Commerce)

Manufacturer
Risk Detection
and Alternate
Method
Planning

Smart Logistics Network

Transport Route
Optimization,
Risk Detection

u-IT Technology
(RFID, Sensor,
IoT, etc.) based
monitoring

- Intelligent Transport & Logistics
- Sustainable Transport & Logistics

e-Business (Trader)

e-Business (Commerce)

On-Demand
Service

SME Business Entity
(Broker)

SME Business Entity
(Broker)

Valuable
Information
Distributed/Localized Logistics Base,
Hub Logistics(Pickup and Delivery)

Risk Management and
Recovery

SME Business Entity
Operational
Transport and Yard
Capacity Planning

SME Business Entity

Seamless Logistics
Transport Lifecycle Management
Flow of physical goods
Flow of data

B2C(End User)

B2C(End User)
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